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Abstract
Doppler ultrasound is used in evaluating the peak systolic (PSV) and end diastolic (EDV) velocities in
blood vessels and to determine hemodynamic parameters, pulsatility (PI) and resistance (RI) indices. The
objective of this study was to carry out the risk evaluation of blood flow resistance in common carotid
artery to establish the normal and risk values of PSV, EDV and RI for an apparently healthy adult
Nigerian population. This was required due to the fact that most apparently healthy individuals normally
decline to undergo regular medical check-ups and suddenly rush to seek medical attention under
emergency conditions in hospitals. GE Logiq 5 Expert Duplex scanner was used to carry out Doppler
scans of right common carotid (RCC) artery of 221 apparently healthy adult volunteers. RCCPSV and
RCCEDV were measured from the Doppler spectrums of each of the participants. RCCPI and RCCRI
values were determined to ascertain the level of flow resistance in the common carotid artery. Using a
standard protocol for risk evaluation using PI values, corresponding RI, PSV and EDV values were
computed with non-linear regression curves. Data analysis was carried out with IBM SPSS Version 21
software. A strong positive correlation was found between RCCPI and RCCRI (R=0.628, p< 0.01).
RCCRI was found to correlate better than RCCPI with both RCCPSV ( R=0.388, p < 0.01) and RCCED
(R=- 0.481, p < 0.01). It was found that values of RCCRI between 0.47 and 0.63, RCCPSV between 47.8
cm/s and 85.0 cm/s and RCCEDV between 22.7 cm/s and 31.5 cm/s represent low resistance flow.
RCCRI ≥ 0.78, RCCPSV ≥ 108.75 cm/s and RCCEDV ˂ 22.7 cm/s represent very high resistance flow.
32.1% of participants had very high blood flow resistance in common carotid artery based on RCCPSV
classification. 29.9% and 21.7% had very high blood flow resistance according to RCCEDV and RCCRI
classifications. The low resistance flow represents normal flow and very high resistance flow represents
very high risk for cerebral cardiovascular diseases. About 1/3 of the apparently healthy adults in this
cohort were found to have very high risk for cardiovascular diseases and needed urgent intervention.
Keywords: Doppler Ultrasonography; Common Carotid Artery; Peak Systolic Velocity; End Diastolic Velocity; Pulsatility Index; Resistance
Index

Introduction
Sound is generally a longitudinal and mechanical
wave which travels in a material medium by
rarefactions and compressions. The distance between
two consecutive compressions or rarefactions of the

wave is known as the wavelength (λ). The velocity of
sound (V) relies on both the compressibility and density
of the medium. This is related to the frequency (f) and
the wavelength by the formula [1]:
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(1)

Ultrasound can be described as the sound pulse
frequencies above the domain of normal hearing (20
Hz – 20 kHz). Diagnostic ultrasound in the medical
field (usually in the range of 1-10 MHz) is a form that
utilizes ultrasound power and acoustic features of the
human organs to produce an image from stationary or
moving body tissue [2]. It is a non-invasive,
affordable, reproducible and safe medical imaging
modality.
The ultrasound transducer is an essential component
in an ultrasound system. It has an ingredient that has
the ability to produce ultrasound signal waves which
occurs when electric current passes through a ceramic
crystal material, lead zirconatetitanate. This process is
known as the piezoelectric effect. Moreover, the main
function of the transducer is to send the ultrasound
energy into the body organs and to receive the
reflected signal echoes that may be processed via
ultrasound unit into images displayed on a screen
monitor [3].
The Doppler effect is the change in frequency of a
detected wave when either the source or the detector
is moving. The application of Doppler effect to
medical
ultrasound
revolutionized
diagnostic
procedures especially in vascular imaging. Modern
Duplex ultrasound systems have both twodimensional B-mode (Brightness) and Doppler-mode
(color and spectral) scanning facilities. In spectral
mode, the blood flow in a specific vessel can be
assessed by placing a sample-gate cursor on the vessel
lumen. Also, an angle-correction cursor can be used to
represent the angle of insonation of the ultrasound
beam with the direction of blood flow (Doppler
angle). The Doppler–shift frequency (∆F) and the
Doppler angle (ө) are used by the scanning machine
for the computation of the blood flow velocity
according to the formula 2 [4]:
∆F =

2fVCos ө
c

(2)

where f = ultrasound transducer frequency, V = blood
flow velocity, Cos ө = cosine of the angle of insonation
and c = speed of sound in soft tissue which is equal to
1540 m/s.
In Doppler imaging of the blood, the transducer
usually represents the stationary object while the
shifting reflectors that produce the returning echo
signals are originally the moving red blood cells [5,6].
The gray-scale ultrasound image with two dimensions
is known as the B-mode ultrasound image and it

represents the boundaries of both organ and tissue in a
slice over the body [7]. However, in B-mode both the
transducer and the target tissue are approximately
stationary and therefore the emitted ultrasound
frequency of the ultrasound wave and the frequency of
the returning echoes are similar.
The Doppler spectrum displayed on the monitor
represents the changing velocities over time in
association with the pulses of the cardiac cycle. The
peak systolic velocity (PSV), the end-diastolic velocity
(EDV) and the time averaged maximum velocity
(TAMAX) are also displayed for the selected cardiac
cycle along with Doppler indices, Pulsatility index (PI)
and Resistance index (RI) given by the equations (3) and
(4) [8, 9].

PI =

RI =

𝑃𝑆𝑉−𝐸𝐷𝑉

(3)

𝑇𝐴𝑀𝐴𝑋
𝑃𝑆𝑉 −𝐸𝐷𝑉

(4)

𝑃𝑆𝑉

where TAMAX or Mean velocity can be computed by
equation (5):
TAMAX =

𝑃𝑆𝑉−2𝐸𝐷𝑉
3

(5)

These indices are relatable to the hemodynamic
characteristics of the tissue of the selected artery and
provide information on the extent of perfusion.
However, the indices are independent of the Doppler
angle ө [10, 11]. According to the protocol given by
Chen & Hsu (2014), PI is rated as very high resistance,
moderately high resistance, low resistance and very low
resistance when PI ≥ 2, between 1.7 and 1.9, between 1.2
and 1.6, between 0.6 and 1.1 and ˂ 0.6 respectively [11].
In other words, the waveform of the high speed of EDV
blood flow indicates an extra steady blood supply over
an entire cardiac cycle and lower resistance in the
downstream vasculature while low speed of EDV blood
flow indicates higher resistance in the downstream
vasculature. Also, RI ˃ 0.7 indicates high resistance
waveform [11]. Generally, most apparently healthy
adults decline to undergo regular medical check-ups as
they don’t experience any symptoms of cardiac
diseases. Unfortunately, some will experience sudden
cardiac events and often rush to medical interventions
in hospitals. This may be due to lack of awareness or
busy schedules at work. The objective of this study was
to carry out the risk evaluation of blood flow resistance
in common carotid artery to establish the risk values of
PSV, EDV and RI for an apparently healthy adult
Nigerian population in Jos to minimize fatal casualties
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due to underlying asymptotic cardiac abnormalities.

Materials and Methods
This cross-sectional study was conducted by using a
Logiq 5 Expert Duplex Ultrasound scanner made by
General Electric Medical Systems (GE), USA, as shown
in Figure 1 at the Department of Radiology of the Jos
University Teaching Hospital. The research was
approved by the ethical committee of the Jos
University Teaching Hospital, Jos. Apparently healthy
adult Nigerian volunteers of ages ranging from 20-75
years, numbering 221 participated in this study.
Pregnant volunteers and those who were receiving
treatments for known cardio-metabolic and other
major diseases were excluded. Out of this, 82 were
males and 139 were females. The volunteers’ age and
sex were documented.
Ultrasound examination of the carotid artery was
performed using a 7.5 MHz linear transducer.
Sonographic evaluations were performed by a single
trained Radiologist blinded to the volunteers’ data.
The volunteers were asked to lie supine on the
ultrasound couch with the head in the midline
position tilted slightly upwards. After applying
ultrasound transmission gel on the right neck, the
transducer was placed so that the near and far walls of
the common carotid artery were appearing nearly
parallel, and lumen diameter at its maximum in the
longitudinal plane. This image was obtained in twodimensional B-mode. The lumen diameter was
measured and recorded.
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Then the Doppler color mode was activated and
Doppler sample gate cursor was placed at the middle of
the carotid lumen. The cursor was opened until it was
about 1/3 of lumen diameter. The Doppler angle
correction cursor was adjusted to 600 for optimum
velocity measurements as shown in Figure 2. The
Doppler spectral mode was then activated and peak
systolic (maximum velocity) and end diastolic
(minimum velocity) were measured on the spectral
graph appearing on the monitor.

Figure 2. Sample gate and angle correction cursors placed at the middle of
the common carotid artery lumen.

Doppler spectrums of right common carotid (RCC)
artery of all volunteers were obtained and RCCPSV,
RCCEDV and RCCPI and RCCRI values were
documented. The data were analyzed using IBM SPSS
Statistics, version 22.

Results
A sample Doppler spectrum of common carotid artery
of a volunteer is given in Figure 3. The correlation
between study parameters RCCPSV, RCCEDV, RCCPI
and RCCRI was carried out as shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. Duplex Ultrasound Scanner.

Figure 3. Doppler spectrum of common carotid artery.
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From Table 1, it can be seen that RCCPSV is
significantly and positively correlating with both
RCCPI and RCCRI. However, RCCEDV is
significantly and negatively correlating with both
RCCPI and RCCRI. This means that whenever the
vascular resistance increases the systolic flow velocity
increases and diastolic flow velocity decreases.

than RCCPI with the PSV and EDV.
There is a greater positive relation between RCCPSV
and RCCEDV. It is also apparent that RCCRI and
RCCPI have a greater positive linear relationship.

It can also be seen that RCCRI has a greater relation
Table 1. Correlation of Doppler velocities and indices of right common carotid artery
Correlations
RCCPSV

RCCEDV

RCCPI

RCCRI

1

.567**

.216**

.388**
.000

Pearson Correlation
RCCPSV

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.001

N

221

221

221

221

Pearson Correlation

.567**

1

-.356**

-.481**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

N

221

221

221

221

Pearson Correlation

.216**

-.356**

1

.628**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.001

.000

N

221

221

221

221

Pearson Correlation

.388**

-.481**

.628**

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

N

221

221

221

RCCEDV

RCCPI

RCCRI

.000

221

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Table 2. Regression tables for cubic model between RCCRI and RCCPI
Model Summary
R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

.866

.750

.747

.029

The independent variable is RCCPI.
ANOVA
Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Regression

.565

3

.188

Residual

.188

217

.001

Total

.754

220

Sig.
216.973

.000

The independent variable is RCCPI.
Coefficients
Unstandardized Coefficients
B
RCCPI

Standardized Coefficients

Std. Error

T

Sig.

Beta

.558

.058

5.799

9.592

.000

RCCPI ** 2

-.162

.024

-8.626

-6.715

.000

RCCPI ** 3

.015

.003

3.546

4.913

.000

(Constant)

.191

.043

4.467

.000
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Table 3. Regression tables for exponential model between RCCEDV and RCCRI
Model Summary
R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

.509

.259

.256

.232

The independent variable is RCCRI.

ANOVA
Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

4.144

1

4.144

76.719

.000

Residual

11.829

219

.054

Total

15.973

220

t

Sig.

-8.759

.000

5.137

.000

The independent variable is RCCRI.

Coefficients
Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized Coefficients

B

Std. Error

Beta

RCCRI

-2.345

.268

-.509

(Constant)

141.409

27.530
The dependent variable is ln(RCCEDV).

Table 4. Regression tables for logarithmic model between RCCPSV and RCCRI
Model Summary
R

R Square

Adjusted R Square

.387

.150

Std. Error of the Estimate
.146

23.170

The independent variable is RCCRI.
ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Regression

Df

Mean Square

F

20709.939

1

20709.939

Residual

117572.804

219

536.862

Total

138282.743

220

Sig.
38.576

.000

The independent variable is RCCRI.
Coefficients
Unstandardized Coefficients
B

Standardized Coefficients

Std. Error

T

Sig.

Beta

ln(RCCRI)

120.225

19.357

(Constant)

138.617

6.483

However, in this study other non-linear models
between RCCRI and RCCPI such as quadratic, cubic,
logarithmic and exponential models were also
explored and it was found that cubic model described
the best relationship with R= 0.866 against the linear
model (R= 0.628).The cubic equation between RCCRI
and RCCPI is given in equation 6.

.387

6.211

.000

21.381

.000

RCCRI = 0.015(RCCPI)3 – 0.162(RCCPI)2
+ 0.558(RCCPI) + 0.191

(6)

Table 2 and Figure 4 show the Model Summary.
Analysis of Variation (ANOVA) and Regression
Coefficients and non-linear regression graph between
RCCRI and RCCPI respectively.
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Figure 4. Cubic regression graph between RCCRI and RCCPI.
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Figure 7. Bar chart of percentages of very high risk volunteers among the
apparently healthy adult Nigerian population who participated in this study
according to the cut-off values computed by the three chosen parameters
(RCCPSV, RCCEDV and RCCRI).

From using equation 6, the corresponding values of
RCCRI relating to published values of RCCPI [9] were
with results as follows. Very high flow resistance occurs
when RCCPI ≥ 2.0 and RCCRI ≥ 0.78. Moderately high
flow resistance occurs when RCCPI is between 1.7 to 1.9
and RCCRI is between 0.75 to 0.77.

Figure 5. Exponential Regression graph between RCCEDV and RCCRI.

High flow resistance occurs when RCCPI is between 1.2
to 1.6 and RCCRI is between 0.65 to 0.74. Low resistance
can be observed when RCCPI is between 0.6 to 1.1 and
RCCRI is between 0.47 to 0.64. Exponential model was
found to give the best relationship between RCCEDV
and RCCRI. Table 3 gives the model summary, ANOVA
and coefficients for the exponential graph and Figure 5
shows the regression graph. The corresponding
exponential equation between RCCEDV and RCCRI is
given in equation 7:
RCCEDV = 141.409 e-2.345 RCCRI

(7)

Similarly, best model for RCCPSV and RCCRI was
found to be the logarithmic model. Table 4 gives the
model summary, ANOVA and coefficients and Figure 6
shows the regression graph. The logarithmic equation
for the model is given in equation 8.
RCCPSV = 120.225 ln (RCCRI) + 138.617

(8)

Discussion
Figure 6. Logarithmic Regression graph between RCCPSV and RCCR.

From equations (6), (7) and (8) it was found that RCCRI
between 0.47 and 0.63, RCCPSV between 47.8 cm/s to
85.0 cm/s and RCCEDV between 22.7 cm/s and 31.5
cm/s represent the low resistance flow which can be
considered as normal flow [11]. This was close to the
RCCPSV normal range given as 57.0 cm/s to 87.0 cm/s
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reported by Chavhan [12] and RCCEDV normal range
reported by Yazici [13] which was 20.0-32.0 cm/s.
Similarly, RCCRI ≥ 0.78, RCCPSV ≥ 108.75 cm/s and
RCCEDV ˂ 22.7 cm/s (due to negative correlation
with RCCRI) represent the very high resistance flow.
Therefore, they can be classified as high risk for
cerebral cardiovascular diseases. When atherosclerosis
or arteriosclerosis (depending on vessel size) occurs in
the cerebral vasculature, there is narrowing of the
vessels by plaques and re-modelling in the walls. The
consequence is reduced perfusion and ischaemia or
bleeding if the vessel wall is sufficiently weakened. In
such cases, the resistance to flow and velocity of flow
would be high. From our findings, 31.1% of the study
population was found to be at very high risk
according to RCCPSV classification and 29.9%
according to RCCEDV classification. 21.7% was at
high risk according to RCCRI classification. This
means that a significant number of apparently healthy
individuals who participated in this study are at high
risk for cardiovascular diseases, unknown to them.
This sub-group will need further evaluation for
cardiovascular risk factors requiring lifestyle or
pharmacological intervention. This method where
available, could serve as a preliminary screening tool
to detect those requiring more extensive evaluation
and necessary intervention.
This study is limited by the fact that it did not
evaluate free living population adults but relied on
volunteers who even though they reported no health
issues, might have presented due to what they know
they have been nursing. Furthermore, we tried to
exclude background diseases from medical and drug
histories only. Volunteers are known to, for various
reasons, suppress relevant information for fear of
stigmatization. Again, even if the volunteers were
normal as they professed, we did not screen
intensively for diet, physical activity, psychological
stress, environmental pollution and previous dental
diseases which are known to initiate
subclinical
atherosclerosis. However, as a point of strength this is
the first study in this environment utilizing this hightech equipment which utility has been recognized in
the western hemisphere. The fact that our results are
not too different from theirs shows that this method
can be applied in our environment, albeit resource
constrains, as a preliminary screening tool for
prevention and treatment of cardiovascular diseases.

Conclusions
From this study almost 1/3 of apparently healthy
volunteers had very high blood flow resistance in
common carotid artery and therefore identified as
high risk for cardiovascular diseases and needed
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urgent intervention. This is despite their nonadmittance of any chronic cardiovascular disease. The
implication is that in our environment a reasonable
number of people without the major known
cardiovascular disease risk factors may actually have
significant sub-clinical atherosclerosis. Healthcare
practitioners are required to carry out more vigorous
awareness programs in both urban and rural areas and
also carry out screening exercises to minimize the
mortality and morbidity rates due to cardiovascular
diseases.
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